ISOWA AMERICA INC

The Path to World Class Production
ISOWA CORPORATION TODAY

- Third generation family owned
- 100th year. 1920-2020!
- Headquarters in Nagoya, Japan
- Principle Products
  - High-Speed SWR FFG’s
  - High-Speed Corrugators
    - 70”, 78”, 87”, 98” and 110” components.
ISOWA America

- Located in Phoenix, AZ
- Responsibility for North and South America
- New machine sales
- Field service and tech support
  Full parts warehouse (finishing & corrugated)
INTRODUCING CF60 SINGLEFACER Patent Pending
CONCEPT OF CF60 SINGLEFACER

1. Install in narrow space.

2. Operator Friendly Operation and Safety

3. Capable to produce High Quality Board with less Paper Damage.
VIDEO OF ONE TOUCH FLUTE CHANGE WITH STEAM CONNECTION.
SAFETY AND OTHER ADVANTAGES

• Fully automatic one touch push button flute change including all steam connections.
• Improved changeover time of 5 minutes for flute changes.
• Corrugating rolls integrated inside machine - No carts needed which eliminates need for storage space, dedicated path, cart change/travel time, and cart maintenance.
• Improved safety for flute changes. No gloves, face shields, manual movement of hot rolls, cart pushing needed.
• Integrated preheaters allowing for smaller footprint to fit replacement into existing installations.
• Corrugating rolls (20” upper, 13” lower) designed for great flute formation.
INTEGRATED CAMERA SYSTEM
Remote Maintenance
Thank you very much for your time.